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In March 2003, the start of Operation Iraqi Freedom sent heavy 
maneuver battalion scout platoons to war. Armed with a doctri-
nal emphasis on stealth and the evasion of hostile forces, they did 
so equipped largely with high-mobility, multipurpose wheeled 
vehicles (HMMWV). These platforms possessed minimum sur-
vivability. Unarmored, except for a Kevlar lining, they remained 
on the peripheries of the main effort during the drive into Bagh-
dad. By 2004, improvised explosive devices (IED) and roadside 
ambushes characterized threat activities and underscored the ve-
hicle’s vulnerability. Casualties increased in direct relation to the 
soaring number of damaged and destroyed HMMWVs.

These losses triggered remedial measures. The most visible — 
and politically charged — included increased fielding of the up-
ar mored M1114 and the provision of add-on armor kits. Some 
maneuver battalions either exchanged their scout HMMWVs for 
M3 cavalry fighting vehicles (CFVs) or formed composite pla-
toons of both vehicles. In some instances, HMMWVs, equipped 
with the long-range scout surveillance system (LRAS3), were 

paired with M3s. The latter’s armor and firepower protected the 
HMMWV, which identified targets from a safe distance. Ultimate-
ly, an institutional solution emerged: a reconfigured scout platoon 
with five HMMWVs, equipped with LRAS3 and three M3s. The 
new organization merged the stealth capabilities associated with 
the HMMWV and the firepower and survivability of the M3. In 
addition, the first steps were taken in 2005 toward a long-term 
solution through the acquisition of a new scout vehicle.

The HMMWV’s inadequacy as a scout platform triggered these 
actions.

Although quiet, mobile, and sustainable, the vehicle’s vulner-
ability to even small arms undermined its tactical value. Its in-
ability to survive chance contacts with hostile forces, mines, and 
unexploded ordnance detracted from its ability to operate on a 
nonlinear battlefield where surprise encounters could be expect-
ed. Ironically, the recent adoption of the mixed M3/HMMWV 
scout platoon constitutes little more than a belated implementa-
tion of an idea repeatedly proposed since the 1980s. If the mixed 
platoon represents an optimal configuration, why did it take more 
than 15 years to field?
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Battalion Scout Platoon 

The answer lies in the studies that accompanied the initial de-
cision to equip scout platoons with HMMWVs. These studies il-
lustrate the pitfalls associated with insufficient attention to the 
heavy maneuver battalion’s operational environment and recon-
naissance needs, inadequate review of operational and historical 
experiences, and an overreliance on the results of modeling and 
simulation in an artificial environment. Current efforts to reor-
ganize the scout platoon and acquire a new scout platform are the 
consequences of these shortcomings.

Before Operation Desert Storm

During World War II, unarmored jeeps equipped the scout pla-
toons of tank and armored infantry battalions. Light and mobile, 
the jeep nevertheless suffered from survivability issues similar 
to those more recently experienced by HMMWVs. In response, 
maneuver battalions augmented their scout platoons with tanks 
to overwatch the jeeps and provide a measure of combat power. 
The jeep’s vulnerability led to adopting an armored scout plat-
form in the post-World War II era. The platoon also tended to be-
come more robust, capable of fighting for information when 
stealthy operations proved insufficient.

Throughout the Cold War, however, controversy surrounded the 
heavy maneuver battalion scout platoon. Its configuration repeat-
edly alternated between a light organization optimized for stealthy 
recon and a more robust one capable of aggressive action in the 
presence of hostile forces.1 In the 1980s, fielding the M3 CFV to 
scout platoons at first seemed to resolve this organizational and 
doctrinal confusion. Heavy maneuver battalion scout platoons 
began to reconfigure into six M3s and 30 men. Designed to op-
erate in three sections, this organization benefited from the vehi-
cle’s survivability, mobility, and lethality. It possessed the means 
to engage hostile reconnaissance assets and survive unexpect-
ed enemy contact. The principal drawback of the new scout pla-
toon lay in the size and large acoustic signature of the M3, which 
made stealthy operations unrealistic. Designed to operate on bat-
tlefields populated by mechanized forces and antitank systems, 
survivability and lethality outweighed stealth.

The M3’s fielding permitted the gradual replacement of those 
scout platoons equipped with a mix of the M113 and M901 im-
proved tow vehicle (ITV). They, too, included three sections and 
30 men, but an M113 and an ITV constituted each section. This 
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mix provided each section an antitank capability suited to oper-
ations against mechanized Warsaw Pact forces. However, the 
overcrowded ITVs struggled to keep pace with the M113s and 
suffered from low operational readiness. Moreover, the entire 
platoon proved slower than the Abrams tanks, which also began 
to equip heavy maneuver battalions in the 1980s.2

The M3 platoon constituted a significant improvement over the 
M113 and ITV mix. Its capabilities clearly reflected advocates 
of robust scout organizations capable of fighting for informa-
tion. However, by the mid-1980s, analysis of training rotations 
at the National Training Center (NTC) began to show a recur-
ring pattern of heavy scout losses and reconnaissance failure. 
Too often, scout platoons became engaged in combat and were 
destroyed. The direct correlation between reconnaissance effec-
tiveness and maneuver battalion success gave these results a dis-
proportionate impact.3

Therefore, the Army undertook a detailed analysis of the prob-
lem. In 1987, it commissioned the RAND Corporation to study 
reconnaissance at the NTC. A team of subject-matter experts ob-
served mounted training, conducted a comprehensive assessment 
of reconnaissance operations, and developed recommendations 
for improvement. Their final report attributed the reconnaissance 
failures to multiple causes, which included faulty staff work, poor 
or nonexistent tracking of reconnaissance assets, a command ten-
dency to execute plans without awaiting scout reports, doctrinal 
flaws, and training deficiencies. At the platoon level, scouts failed 
“to accomplish their reconnaissance tasks because they seldom 
survive initial contact with enemy forces.”4

The study embraced stealthy, dismounted patrolling and station-
ary observation as the most successful reconnaissance methods. 
Too often, however, scouts found themselves engaged in sus-
tained firefights that disrupted their reconnaissance mission and 
often ended with their simulated destruction. Criticism of the 
new M3 platoons focused on their lack of dismounts, their ten-
dency to focus on mounted operations, and an insufficient num-
ber of vehicles for the tasks and area coverage required. The 
platform proved too large and loud; it could not be used effec-
tively in silent watch. Its engines had to be started regularly to 
recharge the batteries for its electrical systems, including the 
thermal viewer. Its use as a scout platform compared unfavor-
ably to the HMMWV used by the opposing force (OPFOR) 
scouts. The study favored the lightness, mobility, and quietness 
of this vehicle, which permitted rapid, stealthy movement. In-
deed, the HMMWV’s qualities were directly linked to the suc-
cess of OPFOR reconnaissance.5

After the Rand Corporation study was completed, the Center 
for Army Lessons Learned (CALL) continued to collect data on 
reconnaissance operations at the NTC. It found a 50 percent loss 
rate among scouts and persistently low rates of successful recon-
naissance missions. CALL attributed these findings largely to 
training and the absence of stealth in scout platoon operations. 
With the success of battalion task force operations resting on re-
connaissance activity, these results were worrisome.6

CALL also encouraged greater reliance on stealth to avoid fire-
fights and casualties. Experimentation with alternate scout pla-
toon organizations followed. In 1988, the NTC hosted a demon-
stration of a 10-vehicle platoon that offered greater coverage 
and separation of the platoon headquarters from the scout sec-
tions for better command and control. The unit included a two-
HMMWV command element; a heavy section of four M3s and 
four motorcycles; and a light section of four HMMWVs. In this 
manner, the platoon benefited from the stealth capability of the 
HMMWV and the combat power of the M3. The mixed vehicle 
set permitted a degree of tailoring to fit varied tactical situations, 
and also found support in an Armor School white paper.7

During the same year, 1st Battalion, 64th Armor tested a pure 
HMMWV scout platoon organization at the NTC. The unit 
achieved several successes through reliance on the HMMWV’s 
quietness and small size. Observation teams reached critical ob-
servation points undetected, where they reported on OPFOR ac-
tivity. The vehicles often evaded contact through stealth and 
completed their mission — a refreshing change from the steady 
failure reports that previously characterized reconnaissance at 
the NTC. This event encouraged interest in a HMMWV scout 
platoon, especially given the vehicle’s reliability, mobility, and 
sustainability. Even its lack of firepower and armor were con-
sidered attributes, since their absence would encourage stealth 
rather than firefights. However, when encounters with the OP-
FOR did occur, they tended to result in the HMMWV’s destruc-
tion — an unpleasant fact lost amid the general enthusiasm gen-
erated by the platoon’s apparent success.8

Formal studies of alternate scout platoon organizations fol-
lowed. In 1989, three platoon configurations underwent testing 
and comparison, which included a baseline organization of six 
M3s; a mixed platoon with four M3s and six HMMWVs; and 
one with 10 HMMWVs and four motorcycles. All were evalu-
ated in combat training center environments and via Janus mod-
eling. Analysis found the HMMWV platoon to be the most ef-
fective, least costly, and most sustainable organization. It outper-
formed the other two configurations in the execution of zone 
recon, area recon, route recon, screen, and passage of lines. More-

“During World War II, unarmored jeeps equipped the scout platoons of tank and armored infantry battalions. Light and mobile, the jeep nevertheless 
suffered from survivability issues similar to those more recently experienced by HMMWVs. In response, maneuver battalions augmented their scout 
platoons with tanks to overwatch the jeeps and provide a measure of combat power.” 
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over, the report found the HMMWV platoon “to be the most 
survivable and most successful in providing the task force com-
mander with information on second echelon threat activity.” In 
terms of providing the battalion task force with advance warn-
ing of pending enemy action, this characteristic was important.9

The larger size of the mixed and HMMWV platoons permitted 
them to absorb losses and continue their missions. However, the 
M3 proved more survivable, and the final report noted that “the 
vulnerability of the HMMWV and MILMO [military motorcy-
cle] vice the M3 CFV as a scout vehicle was a concern to be re-
solved.” Nevertheless, this concern seemed minor when com-
pared to the generally superior performance of the HMMWV 
platoon over its competitors. The HMMWV platoon was cheap-
er, more sustainable, easier to deploy, and required minimal 
adjustments to training and doctrine. Therefore, the Army opt-
ed to reequip its heavy maneuver battalion scout platoons with 
10 HMMWVs organized into a headquarters section with two 
HMMWVs, and four scout sections with two HMMWVs each.10

This decision marked a return to the World War II era’s reliance 
on a wheeled, unarmored scout vehicle. In that conflict, surviv-
ability issues dominated scout operations and led to subsequent 
reliance on armored scout platforms. Adopting the HMMWV 
scout platoon reversed this trend based on modeling and simu-
lation efforts that, however sophisticated, did not reflect a real-
world experience. Neither the computer nor the field phase of 
the 1989 study, for example, offered a cluttered battlefield pop-
ulated with bypassed enemy forces, unexploded ordnance, urban 
environments, civilian crowds of uncertain disposition, or var-
ied terrain considerations. All of these factors had been part of 
the scout’s experience in World War II and every conflict since. 
In the event of a chance encounter with hostile forces, could the 
HMMWV scout survive? The question was not entirely explored. 
Instead, stealth became equated with survivability.

Desert Storm, Contingency Operations, and Force XXI

Operation Desert Storm occurred before most maneuver bat-
talion scout platoons received their HMMWVs. Therefore, many 
platoons entered combat with M3s, although small-
er numbers of other configurations were also pres-
ent, including six platoons equipped with HMMWVs. 
At least one platoon leader favored the new HMMWV 
unit. He appreciated the mobility, quietness, and 
small size associated with the HMMWV and relied 
on these qualities to move to and on the battlefield. 
While operating as a forward screen, his unit rou-
tinely identified targets for the parent battalion task 
force to eliminate. In periods of frequent contact, 
however, the HMMWV scout’s only option was to 
hide because he was lacking armor protection. To 
compensate, the battalion employed heavier assets 
to clear a path, making it safe for the HMMWVs to 
proceed.11

Armor battalion and brigade commanders in the-
ater proved much less sanguine about HMMWV 
scout platoons. They considered these units far too 
vulnerable, making their active employment on the 
battlefield too much of a risk. Therefore, HMMWV 
platoons were generally used to assist command and 
control functions and facilitate traffic movement, 
and were employed close to their parent battalions. 
Their role of forward reconnaissance was assumed 
by mechanized infantry or tank platoons temporar-
ily thrust into the role of scouts.12 Some command-
ers created ad hoc organizations to provide increased 
survivability to their scouts. In one instance, an im-
provised company team was created through the 

concentration of a scout platoon, tank platoon, mechanized in-
fantry platoon, and an engineer section. These units could be task 
organized, while tanks and mechanized infantry performed zone 
reconnaissance.13

Concerns over HMMWV vulnerability led the Armor School 
to request the cessation of HMMWV scout platoon fielding. Ar-
mor leaders sought further information on the employment of 
all scout platoon configurations in the Gulf War. They did not 
want to press the fielding of an organization that would either 
cost lives or be underused due to vulnerability concerns. Instead, 
they preferred a hardened vehicle for scouts, capable of surviv-
ing or destroying chance hostile contacts and moving through 
minefields and artillery.14 Further study occurred — but so did 
HMMWV platoon fielding.

Analysis of combat operations during Operation Desert Storm 
identified problems encountered by most of the principal ground 
reconnaissance platforms employed by the Army. The M113, 
the M901 (ITV), and HMMWV had difficulty keeping ahead of 
the Abrams tanks and Bradley fighting vehicles, which consti-
tuted the main body of their parent organizations. They advanced 
less to detect and identify enemy forces, rather than simply stay 
in the lead. Moreover, HMMWVs generally did not survive chance 
encounters with hostile elements. Scouts equipped with the M3, 
however, had little difficulty maintaining their lead station and 
they proved much more survivable. These findings led to recom-
mendations for a revised maneuver battalion scout platoon that 
included a mix of HMMWVs and M3s with a greater dismount 
capability. This combination provided the means to conduct ei-
ther stealthy operations or a more aggressive reconnaissance like-
ly to trigger hostile contact.15

Meanwhile, CALL continued to observe repeated reconnais-
sance failures at the NTC between 1991 and 1993. Command 
and staffing problems accounted for much of the poor showing, 
but survivability remained an issue. In those instances where di-
visional cavalry did not precede the brigade, the latter’s battal-
ion scouts became the first to encounter OPFOR counterrecon-
naissance.

“The M3 platoon constituted a significant improvement over the M113 and ITV mix. Its ca-
pabilities clearly reflected advocates of robust scout organizations capable of fighting 
for information. However, by the mid-1980s, analysis of training rotations at the Nation-
al Training Center (NTC) began to show a recurring pattern of heavy scout losses and 
reconnaissance failure. Too often, scout platoons became engaged in combat and 
were destroyed.”
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They proved unable to breach this security zone, survive coun-
terreconnaissance actions, reach their objective, and observe ac-
tivities deep in the enemy’s rear area. When time constraints pre-
vented deliberate, stealthy operations, scout platoons often re-
sorted to a more aggressive, mounted approach. With the likeli-
hood of enemy contact increased, HMMWV survivability plum-
meted. However, the M3’s large size and noise often announced 
its presence, making stealthy reconnaissance more difficult, and 
increasing the likelihood of ambush. Overall survival rates for 
both vehicles averaged a poor 50 percent.16

Changes in doctrine and training did generate performance im-
provements, but they also underscored the dilemma associated 
with using stealth instead of more aggressive scouting techniques, 
which were likely to trigger combat. Doctrine emphasized the 
importance of stealthy operations, coordination of reconnais-
sance activity into battalion and brigade planning, and allocat-
ing sufficient time for the completion of recon missions. Scenar-
ios at the training centers, however, rarely permitted the slow, 
deliberate pace associated with stealthy reconnaissance. Hence, 
battalion commanders faced with a tight timetable often chose 
to commence operations either without awaiting the completion 
of reconnaissance missions or by reliance on rapid, mounted 
scouting.17 Such activity constituted a problem for HMMWV 
scout platoons, since they were not “to be employed in combat 
missions such as hasty attack or movement to contact.”18

In 1995, the Army again commissioned the RAND Corporation 
to study reconnaissance at the NTC. The purpose of this study 
lay in determining the effectiveness of changes to heavy maneu-
ver battalion scout platoon doctrine, materiel, and training imple-
mented since the earlier 1987 analysis. Since that time, M3 and 
HMMWV platoons had replaced the interim M113 and ITV 
units, night-vision capabilities had improved, and considerable 
changes were effected in training to ensure scouts did not pre-
maturely engage in combat. The new study found that scouts en-
gaged in fewer firefights, tended to survive longer and complete 
more missions, and benefited from better operational readiness 

rates. However, while the greater night-vision capabilities per-
mitted scouts to reach destinations undetected at night, they 
were often found and destroyed during the daytime. The greater 
size of the HMMWV platoons permitted them to sustain greater 
loss rates and complete missions, but overall scout survivability 
still remained at an unacceptable 50 percent. The report noted 
that “the issue of scout survivability remains unresolved. Clearly, 
neither vehicle in use [M3 or HMMWV] is optimum for scout-
ing. Either a new vehicle or a mix of vehicles may be a better 
solution.”19

Neither suggested solution was new. The mixed scout platoon 
had been recommended since the mid-1980s, while design work 
on a new scout platform had been underway just as long. Dubbed 
the “future scout vehicle (FSV),” it offered improvements in sur-
vivability and lethality without compromising stealth. Howev-
er, it remained a work in progress and did not evolve into an ac-
tual, fielded vehicle. Instead, the FSV was replaced by the fu-
ture scout and cavalry system (FSCS), a joint program funded by 
the United States and Britain. The FSCS added the benefits of 
digitization and a sensor array, and became the desired replace-
ment for both the M3 and HMMWV, neither of which had been 
designed exclusively for scout operations. By the late 1990s, the 
FSCS was expected to become the primary reconnaissance plat-
form, while the older vehicles continued to serve as interim so-
lutions. In actuality, funding constraints and Army Transforma-
tion ended the program.20 Consequently, scouts continued to 
func tion in organizations built around the M3 or the HMMWV.

The 1990s also witnessed a change in the operational environ-
ment in which scouts operated. The end of the Cold War and the 
collapse of the Soviet Union eliminated the primary focus of 
Army doctrine for more than 40 years. Instead, the Army looked 
forward to a future marked by more frequent regional crises and 
a heightened involvement in a variety of peacekeeping, stabili-
ty, and humanitarian activities quite different from the high-in-
tensity combat associated with the Cold War. Army planners an-
ticipated a battlefield characterized by nonlinear and noncontig-

uous operations against a variety of threats. The ex-
plosion of the internet and digital communications 
onto the market created both danger and opportuni-
ty. The Army sought to harness the capabilities of 
the new information age technology to tactical or-
ganizations in an initiative designated “Force XXI.” 
Through the rapid acquisition and transfer of infor-
mation, units would maneuver faster with greater 
precision. However, the new technologies placed a 
premium on information dominance, which, when 
coupled with a nonlinear battlespace and a higher op-
erational tempo (OPTEMPO), meant an increased de-
mand for reconnaissance and security at all levels.21

These developments did not augur well for heavy 
maneuver battalion scout platoons, which contin-
ued to have difficulty completing and surviving re-
connaissance missions in the largely traditional sce-
narios used at the training centers. Overseas deploy-
ments in Somalia and Bosnia served only to under-
score the problems associated with the HMMWV 
scout platoon. In Somalia, the presence of militant 
factions and hostile crowds created a dangerous 
environment for unarmored, wheeled vehicles. The 
threat became manifest during the fighting that erupt-
ed in Mogadishu in October 1993. This experience 
triggered a rapid procurement initiative to up-ar-
mor the HMMWV.22

In Bosnia, U.S. forces also entered a tense envi-
ronment ripe with the potential for outbreaks of vi-
olence with little warning. The widespread presence 

“The HMMWV’s poor survivability in Iraq led the Armor Center to host a General Offi-
cers’ Reconnaissance Integrated Concept Team in 2005... In general, the attendees 
considered the HMMWV, whether up-armored or not, an inadequate scout vehicle. 
They desired a better platform and wanted scout platoons capable of aggressive recon-
naissance even in the presence of a hostile force. Although stealth remained the pre-
ferred method of operations, the ability to fight for information received much greater 
support. The M1114 remained in service as a scout platform — but only through the ab-
sence of an alternate vehicle.”
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of mines added an additional danger, particularly 
for unarmored, flat-bottomed vehicles, including 
HMMWVs. These threats led to the development 
of the M1114, an up-armored HMMWV. It entered 
service in 1996 and was employed in Bosnia. The 
M1114 benefited from improved ballistic protec-
tion, which shielded the crew from artillery, small-
arms fire, and mine blasts. Its strengthened chassis 
supported the heavier armor, but the increased weight 
reduced mobility and increased component wear. 
The M1114 proved better suited to roads, while its 
improved survivability came at a cost in mobility 
and maintenance.23

In the Balkans, crowds were not deterred by the 
presence of a HMMWV, whether armored or not. 
The vehicle lacked the firepower and mass to deter 
hostile behavior. In many cases, crowds mobbed the 
vehicles, climbing on them, blocking doors, and de-
stroying external features. The M1114 featured a 
hardened passenger cab, but the vehicle’s weapon 
remained exposed and unprotected. Limitations to 
HMMWV effectiveness led the 1st Brigade, 1st 
Armored Division to organize two vehicle sets for 
operations. Low-risk and administrative actions be-
came the purview of HMMWVs, while operations 
in high-risk environments were reserved for M3s 
and Abrams tanks.24

Similarly, other units began to experiment with 
alternate organizations at platoon and troop levels to improve 
the HMMWV’s survivability. The 1st Battalion, 33d Armor, for 
example, grouped its scouts with tanks, mechanized infantry, 
mortars, and engineers. A typical organization included the scout 
platoon, a tank platoon, a mortar section, an engineer section, 
and two infantry squads. This improvised company team per-
formed various reconnaissance and security actions.25 The hunt-
er-killer team concept also provided a means of exploiting the 
small size and quietness of the HMMWV, while simultaneously 
protecting it from enemy action. In this arrangement, the scout 
worked with either a Bradley fighting vehicle or Abrams tank. 
The scout sought and identified targets through stealth. The more 
powerful vehicles provided overwatch for the scouts and en-
gaged targets.26

The fielding of digital systems associated with Force XXI of-
fered the promise of greater capability. The future battle com-
mand brigade and below (FBCB2) and the LRAS3 provided en-
hanced situational awareness and a greatly improved ability to 
identify enemy activities from afar. These systems permitted 
scout platoons to maneuver more effectively and observe ene-
my activity while reducing the risk of detection and destruction. 
However, fielding occurred slowly and came at a cost. In the 
Force XXI division design, for example, maneuver battalion 
scout platoon size shrank from ten to six vehicles. The lost ve-
hicles helped to equip the newly created brigade reconnaissance 
troop (BRT). This unit filled a gap in reconnaissance capability 
that had long existed between the battalion and the division. Con-
ceptually, the improved capability at the brigade level, coupled 
with LRAS3 and FBCB2 fielding at the battalion scout level, 
mitigated the downsizing. However, the smaller scout platoon 
could not provide the same degree of coverage or absorb the 
losses of the larger, 10-vehicle unit it replaced. Moreover, despite 
the new capabilities, the scout platoon remained highly vulner-
able to chance encounters with enemy forces.27

Transformation and the Global War on Terror

The onset of Army Transformation in 1999 triggered a new se-
ries of force structure changes intended to improve deployabil-

ity and responsiveness. Part of these changes included reshap-
ing the field force into modular brigade combat teams that could 
be tailored to meet different operational environments. This tran-
sition was still ongoing when Operation Iraqi Freedom began. 
Hence, many organizations went to war largely unchanged since 
Operation Desert Storm, including the heavy maneuver battal-
ion scouts.

The HMMWV’s poor survivability in Iraq led the Armor Cen-
ter to host a General Officers’ Reconnaissance Integrated Con-
cept Team in 2005. This event brought force designers and com-
bat commanders together to discuss various reconnaissance is-
sues, including the scout’s platform. In general, the attendees 
considered the HMMWV, whether up-armored or not, an inad-
equate scout vehicle. They desired a better platform and wanted 
scout platoons capable of aggressive reconnaissance even in the 
presence of a hostile force. Although stealth remained the pre-
ferred method of operations, the ability to fight for information 
received much greater support. The M1114 remained in service 
as a scout platform — but only through the absence of an alter-
nate vehicle.28

The search for a replacement to the HMMWV followed. Dur-
ing the 2006 Current Forces Protection Initiative, an Army team 
reviewed various existing vehicles. The results helped shape the 
requirements for a new reconnaissance platform that would in-
corporate proven technology and design features. In particular, 
consideration was given to the use of a v-shaped chassis to im-
prove mine resistance. However, concept development contin-
ued throughout the year without a new vehicle in sight, although 
considerable interest was shown in the Cougar and Buffalo ar-
mored trucks, made by Force Protection, Inc. These mine-resis-
tant vehicles held the promise of better survivability against 
mines and other typical threats.29

Acquiring a HMMWV replacement required time, but combat 
operations overseas continued. Therefore, the Army began re-
configuring its scout platoons into a mix of five HMMWVs and 
three M3s. This arrangement permitted the operation of a sepa-
rate command element of two HMMWVS and three scout sec-

“The fielding of digital systems associated with Force XXI offered the promise of great-
er capability. The future battle command brigade and below (FBCB2) and the LRAS3 
provided enhanced situational awareness and a greatly improved ability to identify en-
emy activities from afar. These systems permitted scout platoons to maneuver more 
effectively and observe enemy activity while reducing the risk of detection and destruc-
tion. However, fielding occurred slowly and came at a cost.”
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tions, each including one HMMWV and one M3. Alternatively, 
the HMMWVs and M3s could be grouped into separate heavy 
and light sections. This platoon organization used platforms al-
ready in the field and retained the same 30-man personnel 
strength as prior configurations. It marked an improvement over 
the pure HMMWV platoon, which had proven too vulnerable to 
hostile activity. However, the mixed organization possessed 
only limited dismount capability. It offered less coverage than 
the 10-HMMWV scout platoon and less combat power than the 
M3 platoon.30

The new scout platoon organization marked the belated imple-
mentation of similar proposals repeatedly recommended since 
the 1980s. The intervening years witnessed two wars and numer-
ous contingency deployments that underscored the limitations 
of the pure HMMWV scout platoon and the related danger of as-
sociating stealth with survivability. Interest in the HMMWV as 
a scout vehicle arose from its quietness, small size, and mobility. 
However, the inability to survive chance encounters with hostile 
forces or unruly crowds effectively nullified these qualities.

Perfect situational awareness — let alone situational under-
standing — is an illusion that has never existed. Clausewitz’s fric-
tion of war remains very much a characteristic of information 
age military operations, particularly against an adaptive threat 
unconcerned with force protection measures or rules of engage-
ment. No means exist to track every hostile combatant or prede-
termine all attacks on friendly forces. In the current nonlinear 
operational environment, these realities ensure the likelihood of 
a sudden encounter with an IED or ambush.

To function in such circumstances, heavy maneuver battalion 
scouts require greater survivability. Stealth will characterize 
much of their activity, but during surprise encounters with hos-
tile forces, the availability of more traditional ballistic protec-
tion and weaponry will ensure their survival and ability to con-
tinue their mission. Developing a scout platform requires a care-
ful balance of survivability, lethality, mobility, sustainability, 
and stealth. In the HMMWV’s case, mobility, sustainability, and 
stealth received great emphasis at the expense of platform sur-
vivability and lethality.

Determining the correct balance of qualities in any future scout 
vehicle must include a rigorous, objective analysis of historical 
and recent operational experiences. Modeling and simulation re-
sults must be assessed and understood from this real world frame 
of reference. No matter how sophisticated, modeling and simu-
lation — including rotations at the combat training centers — 
cannot depict the full range of conditions in which scouts oper-
ate. At best, they provide an estimate of effectiveness that may 
not survive contact with the enemy.

The importance of the scout platoon to maneuver battalion op-
erations makes such a broad and more critical analysis of poten-
tial platform capabilities imperative. The cost of not doing so is 
evident in the HMMWV scout platoon’s story. This unit devel-
oped as a solution to an NTC trend. In retrospect, platform sur-
vivability did not receive sufficient attention before fielding be-
gan. Later, when operational experience suggested the HMMWV’s 
unsuitability as a scout platform, alternative solutions — such 
as the mixed M3/HMMWV platoon — were left unexplored 
until recent combat operations made abandonment of the pure 
HMMWV scout platoon unavoidable. In the Balkans and again 
in Iraq, chance encounters on a nonlinear battlefield proved 
much more frequent than anticipated in the simulated field con-
ditions initially used to justify the HMMWV’s use as a scout 
platform.

Analysis of the experiences of jeep-mounted scouts in the 1940s 
and their abandonment in the post-World War II era should have 
led to a more critical appraisal of the HMMWV platoon in the 
1980s. Instead, fielding of the organization continued, despite 

growing criticism of its effectiveness in Somalia, the Balkans, 
and Iraq. Ironically, a World War II precedent also existed for the 
mix of combat and stealth capabilities found in the new scout 
platoon organization. More effective and realistic solutions to 
force design and platform problems are possible through great-
er attention to similar issues in the past. It remains to be seen if 
the past will indeed be used to develop better future systems or 
whether attractive concepts will be retained long after they have 
outlived their utility — such as the HMMWV scout platoons in 
the heavy maneuver battalions.
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